Context. Measuring GRB properties in their rest-frame is crucial to understand the physics at work in gamma-ray bursts. This can only be done for GRBs with known redshift. Since redshifts are usually measured from the optical spectrum of the afterglow, correlations between prompt and afterglow emissions may introduce subtle biases in the distribution of rest-frame properties of the prompt emission, especially considering that we measure the redshift of only one third of Swift GRBs. Aims. In this paper we study the brightness of optical GRB afterglows and the role of optical selection effects in the distribution of various intrinsic properties of GRBs and on the E pi -E iso relation discovered by Amati et al. (2002, A&A, 390, 81). Methods. Our analysis is based on a sample of 85 GRBs with good optical follow-up and well measured prompt emission. 71 of them have a measure of redshift and 14 have no redshift. We discuss the connection between the location of GRBs in the E pi -E iso plane and their optical brightness measured two hours after the trigger in the GRB rest frame. Results. We show that the brightness of GRBs in our sample is mainly driven by their intrinsic luminosity and depends only slightly on their redshift. We also show that GRBs with faint afterglows are preferentially located in the upper part of the E pi -E iso plane. This optical selection effect favors the detection of GRBs with bright afterglows located below the best fit E pi -E iso relation whose redshift is easily measurable. Conclusions. The distributions of prompt GRB properties in the rest frame undergo selection effects due to the need to measure the redshift from the optical afterglow emission. These biases put significant uncertanties when interpreting the statistical studies of GRB properties in the rest frame. We show that the E pi -E iso relation is not immune to these selection effects. The difficulty to measure the redshifts of GRBs located far above the best fit E pi -E iso relation may partly explain the observed lack of GRBs with large Epi and low Eiso. However, we observe that bright GRBs may indeed follow an E pi -E iso relation. Studying these selection effects could allow us to better understand the properties of GRBs in their rest frame and the connection between the prompt and the afterglow properties.
Introduction
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are cataclysmic explosions resulting from the collapse of massive stars or the merging of two compact objects, see Kumar & Zhang (2014) and references therein. During these events an ultra relativistic jet is produced accompanied by an intense gamma-ray flash which can be seen at very high redshifts (up to z=9 for GRB090429B, see Cucchiara et al. (2011b) . The entire gamma-ray emission is produced in only few seconds (prompt emission) with a total energy released up to E∼10 54 erg assuming an isotropic emission. This prompt emission is followed by a long lasting and fading multi-wavelength emission from X-rays to radio (afterglow emission) attributed to the external shock between the relativistic ejecta and the interstellar medium (ISM). The origin of the prompt γ-ray emission has been suggested to be due to internal shocks between shells moving at different Lorentz factors, Γ, inside the jet, see (Rees & Meszaros 1994; Paczynski & Xu 1994; Piran 1999; Kumar & Zhang 2014 ). However, the physical processes at work in these shocks are still not well understood due to strong uncertainties D. Turpin used funds provided by the LabEx OCEVU. on the physical conditions (baryon loading, energy dissipation in the jet, acceleration mecanism), see the review by Kumar & Zhang (2014) . On the contrary, the afterglow emission is better understood and can be explained by the synchrotron emission from the accelerated electrons in front of the shock between the relativistic ejecta and the ISM (forward shock), (see Sari et al. (1998) & Granot & Sari (2002) ). An optical/radio flash is also expected and sometimes observed from a reverse shock propagating into the relativistic ejecta, see (Meszaros & Rees 1993; Kobayashi 2000) . In this framework, the dynamics of the afterglow is determined by the microphysics of the shocked material, the ISM properties and the kinetic energy of the blast wave, E k which depends on the prompt emission properties (the isotropic gamma-ray energy released, E iso and the gamma-ray radiative efficiency, η). Moreover, studying the optical flash radiation from the reverse shock is a very interesting opportunity to bring constraints on the magnetization parameter of the ejecta (Zhang & Kobayashi 2005; Narayan et al. 2011) , the Lorentz factor of the jet, and also on the jet composition (McMahon et al. 2006; Nakar & Piran 2004) . Understanding of the connection between the prompt and afterglow properties would help us to better constrain the physics of GRBs and relativistic jets. Thus many au-thors discussed correlation between the afterglow luminosity and the prompt energetics in the rest frame.
Correlations between the afterglow optical luminosity and prompt isotropic energy have been found by , Nysewander et al. (2009) and also between the afterglow X-ray emission and the isotropic energy by Kaneko et al. (2007) and Margutti et al. (2013) . However, it is difficult to assess wether these relations have their origin in the physics of the GRB since some studies have shown that they could undergo strong selection effects. Indeed, recently Coward et al. (2014) detected a strong Malmquist bias in the correlation E iso − L opt,X as we preferentialy detect the brightest part of the GRB population. Other studies lead by Heussaff et al. (2013) and Shahmoradi (2013) have shown that gamma-ray selection effects strongly biased rest frame prompt properties correlations and particularly the E pi -E iso relation discovered by Amati et al. (2002) . While it is clear that gamma-ray selection effects can bias statistical studies of prompt GRB properties, the impact of optical selection effects is rarely assessed. This paper is dedicated to the study of the impact of afterglow optical brightness on the E pi -E iso relation which is one of the most robust and tighest rest frame prompt correlation. To check the impact of optical selection effects, we construct a sample of GRBs with good optical and gamma-ray data in section 2. In section 3 we describe the optical brightness distribution of GRB in our sample and the potential parameters (extrinsic and intrinsic) that could bias it. Then, we compare the optical brightness of GRBs located at different positions in the E pi -E iso plane in section 4. In section 5, we briefly discuss the consequences of our findings. Our conclusions are given in section 6.
GRB sample and data

Optical data
We collected the afterglow optical lightcurves of 126 GRBs with a redshift and 42 GRBs without a redshift. We specifically choose the R band because it concentrates the largest number of optical measurements. These R band photometric measurements are issued from published articles and GCN Circulars 1 . Then, we used the apparent R magnitude measured 2 hours after the burst without any extinction correction as a proxy for the observed brightness of the optical afterglow. The R magnitude is directly interpolated from the available measurements. To do so, we required that GRBs in our sample have good optical follow up during the first hours after the burst to accurately measure the optical flux of the afterglow. The afterglow light curves of our complete sample of GRBs can be seen in figure 1 .
The choice of the time (2 hours after the trigger) at which we measure the optical brightness results from various constraints:
• We want the afterglow to be in its classical slow cooling and decaying regime, yet to be bright enough to permit reliable measurements of the magnitude. However, we removed few GRBs, like GRB060206 (Woźniak et al. 2006; Monfardini et al. 2006) , which exhibit strong optical flaring at that time.
• Above all, we want to measure the optical brightness at a time comparable with the time at which the vast majority of GRB redshifts are measured i.e. in the first few hours after the trigger.
We also decided to exclude few GRBs with high visual extinction such that A tot V = A Gal V + A Host V > 1.2. Indeed, GRB afterglows which are strongly absorbed by dust do not bring any 1 http://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov information on their true optical brightness. This cut off is a good trade-off to optimize the number of GRBs for which afterglow brightness isn't so much polluted by strong external effects (dust absorption). The galactic extinction A Gal V has been calculated from the dust map of Schlegel et al. (1998) and the host extinctions A Host V are issued from varying sources. However, for some bursts we didn't have access to the host extinction. In order to have a rough estimate of it we performed a simple linear fit between A Host V and the intrinsic X-ray absorption NH X,i derived from the Swift XRT catalogue 2 . For this fit we had 114 GRBs available. The best fit gives us the following relation : A Host V = 3.9 × 10 −23 × NH X,i + 0.06 with a standard deviation of σ ∼ 0.34 magnitude that we considered as an acceptable uncertainty in our A H V estimates. At last, for GRB afterglows with only upper limit of detection, we required that their optical upper limit are deeply constrained by large telescopes (at least one 2.0 meter telescope). Moreover, to be selected these upper limits of detection must have been measured close to 2 hours after the burst.
After passing the optical selection criteria we finally ended with 71 GRBs with a redshift (69 detections and 2 upper limits) and 14 GRBs without one (3 detections and 11 upper limits). These 85 GRBs constitute our full sample which is summarized in Table 5 for GRBs with a redshift and Table 6 for GRBs without a redshift. This sample covers about 15 years of pre-Swift and Swift GRB observations (from 1999 to 2014).
Gamma-ray data
For our selected GRBs we also collected the observed gammaray properties of the prompt emission : the spectral indexes α and β, the time for which 90% of the energy is released, T 90 , the gamma-ray fluence S γ and the observed peak energy of the spectral energy distribution E po . Our gamma-ray selection criteria followed a similar procedure as Heussaff et al. (2013) . We selected events with well measured spectral parameters from the GCN Circulars & (Pélangeon et al. 2008; Gruber et al. 2014) . We parametrize GRB spectra with the Band function, Band et al. (1993) , that consists of two smoothly connected power laws. Following standard naming, we call α the photon spectral index of the low-energy power law (α > −2), and β the photon spectral index of the high-energy power law (β < −2). The νFν spectrum peaks at the energy E po , near the junction of the two power laws. The selection was made with the application of the following cuts:
-First, we made a selection on the duration. We considered GRBs with T 90 between 2 and 1000 s. This criterion excludes short GRBs (T 90 < 2s), and very long GRBs that are superimposed on a varying background and whose E peak is difficult to measure accurately. -Second, we require accurate spectral parameters. We excluded GRBs with one or more spectral parameters missing. We excluded GRBs with an error on alpha (the low-energy index of the Band function) larger than 0.5. We excluded a few GRBs with α < −2.0 and GRBs with β > α because such values suggest a confusion between fitting parameters. We excluded GRBs with large errors on E po , defined by a ratio of the 90% upper limit to the 90% lower limit larger than 3.5.
We have less stringent constraints on beta (the high-energy index of the Band function) since we have checked that the position of GRBs in the E pi -E iso plane changes very little Time since GRB (seconds) Uncorrected R magnitude Fig. 1 . R band optical lightcurves in the observer frame of the afterglows of 71 GRBs with a redshift (black solid line) and 14 GRBs without a redshift (blue dashed line with triangle for upper limits) considered in this study. The magnitudes are not corrected from the galactic and host extinctions. The vertical solid line represents the time (2 hours) at which we estimate the uncorrected R magnitude.
with beta. When the error on β in the catalog is lacking or larger than 1.0, we assigned to β the classical value of 2.3 and we give no error. In a few cases, the high energy spectral index in the Fermi catalog is incompatible with being ¡-2.0 at 2 σ level, and the catalog gives the energy of a spectral break that is not E po . In these cases we look for E po in the GCN Circulars, and if we cannot find it, we simply remove the burst from the sample.
Afterglow optical brighness and instrinsic luminosity
The afterglows of our 85 GRBs span a large range of optical brightness from mag R 2h = 13.02 to mag R 2h = 23.9, see figure 2. We noticed that GRBs without a redshift have faint optical counterparts which can't be due to high visual extinction since they pass our optical selection criteria. These GRBs are probably high-z GRBs or they could have intrinsically sub-luminous afterglows. Our GRBs with a redshift are also distributed in a wide range of redshift from z=0.168 to z=8.26 and we need to understand if the distribution of the R magnitudes is dominated by the redshift distribution of our GRBs. To verify this hypothesis we separate our 71 GRBs with a redshift into three classes of afterglow brightness equally populated.
1. The class of bright GRBs is composed of 24 GRBs with afterglow optical brightness brighter than R=17.9
2. The class of intermediate brightness GRBs is composed of 23 GRBs with afterglow optical brightness in the range 17.9 < R ≤ 19.1 3. The class of faint GRBs is composed of 24 GRBs with afterglow optical brightness fainter than R=19.1
We will refer to these classes all along this paper. figure 3 . We perform an additional simple test that consists in boostrapping n-times the redshifts between the bright and faint GRBs and calculating the median redshift difference ∆z med distribution. Then the probability of obtaining an absolute differ- ence |∆z med | at least as strong as we observed with N tot random simulations is given by :
According to this boostrapping test, such a redshift difference between bright and faint afterglows is unsignificant. This result confirms that the redshift doesn't drive the observed optical flux. The results of the statistical tests are summed up in table 1. figure 4 . We found that the three populations of GRBs are drawn from the same underlying distribution. For example, a p-value as high as 0.622 is found between bright and faint GRBs. We also performed a boostrapping test to compare the total visual extinction of bright and faint GRB afterglows. This test is completely compatible with the result of the KS test, see table 1 for the complete results of ours statistical tests. We conclude that our selected GRBs with faint afterglows are as obscured as the bright ones and thus visual extinction doesn't drive our afterglow optical distribution.
Afterglow intrinsinc optical luminosity
As the extrinsic factors (redshift, visual extinction) don't seem to play a major role in the observed optical brightness distribution, we investigated the impact of the intrinsic optical luminosity of the afterglows. We calculated the optical luminosity density (in units of erg/s/Hz) taken two hours in the rest frame using the formula:
where F R is the optical flux density corrected from the Galactic and host extinction measured at t obs = 2h after the burst in the observer frame, z is the GRB redshift, D L (z) is the luminosity distance, β o is the optical spectral index and α o is the optical temporal index, ν R is the typical frequency of the R band (Vega system) and ν obs is the observed frequency (here ν obs = ν R ). For GRBs with no optical detection we used their optical upper limits to compute the F R and the value of α Then, we compared the optical luminosity densities in the rest frame of the three classes of GRB brightness (bright, intermediate and faint), see figure 5 . To do so, we apply the same statistical tests than previously. The KS test reveals that :
• the population of bright and faint GRBs have very different optical luminosity density distribution with a the p-value of 1.73 × 10 −6 (∼ 5σ confidence level . We observe that faint GRBs are one order of magnitude less luminous on average than bright GRBs (∆L R = 1.1 erg.s −1 .Hz −1 ).The bootstrapping simulations of the optical luminosity density between the class of bright and faint GRBs show that such observed ∆L R is never seen in the total random cases (10 5 simulations) making this difference of luminosity highly significant. The results of the statistical tests are summed up in table 1. We conclude that our afterglow optical brightness distribution is strongly shaped by the intrinsic optical luminosity densities of the GRB afterglows. Moreover, the GRBs without a redshift also follow this trend. Indeed, they have faint afterglows in the observer frame (see figure 2) and at any redshift, most of them would have had intrinsically under luminous afterglows, see figure 6 . Thus, we conclude that a large population of GRBs with intrinsic faint afterglows may escape detection in the optical domain creating a strong bias in the afterglow intrinsic luminosity distribution. We particularly remarked that GRBs with L R < 30.0 log 10 (erg.s −1 .Hz −1 ) are systematically not beyond z ∼ 1, except for GRB090519.
The case of GRB 090519
GRB 090519 is one exception of a very faint GRB with a redshift measurement that illustrates the optical selection effects that a large population of GRBs undergo. GRB090519 was both detected by Fermi and Swift on 2009 May 19 at 21:08:56 UT, see Perri et al. (2009) . Swift-XRT and Swift-UVOT rapidly observed the field of GRB090519 (¡130s after the the burst). An X-ray counterpart was clearly identified by Swift-XRT allowing a refined localization of the burst at RA(J2000) = 09 h 29 m 06.85 s and Dec(J2000) = +00 d 10 48.6". However, no significant optical counterpart was detected by Swift-UVOT and a corresponding 3-sigma upper limit of 19.6 mag (white filter) was estimated at ∼ 200s after the burst. On the ground, fast robotic telescopes rapidly respond to the GCN notice as TAROT at Calern observatory in France, , FARO at Chante Perdrix Observatory in France, Kugel (2009), and BOOTES-1B in Spain Jelinek & Kubanek (2009) . No optical counterpart was detected and a limiting magnitude of R¿18.5 at t∼230s after the burst was estimated from TAROT Calern observations. The low galactic extinction (A Gal V = 0.13) suggested that GRB090519 is a high-z GRB or is embedded in a very dusty environment. In the next hours, NOT, see Thoene et al. (2009c) , and GROND telescope, see Rossi et al. (2009b) , detected a new fading optical source in the XRT field of view which was associated to the afterglow emission from GRB090519. The magnitude measured by NOT at t∼ 0.33h after the burst was R∼ 22.8 reavealing that the afterglow of GRB090519 is among the faintest afterglow ever observed, see figure 1 . The faintness of the afterglow was due to a combination of a high redshift value and an intrinsic weak luminosity of the afterglow, see figure 6. We estimate from it's high NH X,i measurement a high A Host v = 0.96, however Greiner et al. (2011) found AV Host ∼ 0.01 by fitting GROND/Swift-XRT broadband spectrum. So, we exclude a very dusty environment surrounding GRB 090519 and this burst should be even intrinsically fainter than the value we report here with a A Host v = 0.96. Albeit faint, the redshift of GRB090519 was determined by the VLT, see , thanks to a fast response to the GCN notice (∼4 h after the burst). We can reasonably believe that a delay of a few additionnal hours in the VLT observation schedule would have made the afterglow of GRB090519 unreachable for a redshift measurement and useless for GRBs studies.
Optical selection effect in the E pi -E iso plane
With the first measurement of a GRB redshift in 1997, came the possibility to measure the intrinsic properties of GRBs. Few years later, Amati et al. (2002) discovered a strong correlation linking the energy of the maximum of the prompt emission, E pi , and E iso , the isotropic energy of GRBs. Since E iso depends on the cosmology, and E pi is cosmology free, this relation has been used by various authors to standardize GRBs, and eventually to constrain the parameters of cosmological models (e.g. Schaefer & Collazzi 2007; Amati & Valle 2013) . It was also used as a tool to infer GRB redshifts (Atteia 2003 (Lamb et al. 2005; Toma et al. 2005) . However, few years after this discovery, other studies showed that this relation could be affected by various selection effects, raising a debate about the reality of the E pi -E iso relation (e.g. Band & Preece 2005; Ghirlanda et al. 2005; Nakar & Piran 2005; Sakamoto et al. 2006; Butler et al. 2007; Cabrera et al. 2007; Schaefer & Collazzi 2007; Butler et al. 2009; Firmani et al. 2009; Krimm et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2010; Shahmoradi & Nemiroff 2011; Collazzi et al. 2012; Kocevski 2012; Goldstein 2012) . Heussaff et al. (2013) proposed to explain these conflicting results with the combination of two effects: a true lack of GRBs with large E iso and low E pi and selection effects preventing the detection of GRBs with low E iso and large E pi , which have comparatively less photons. While they mainly investigated the selection effects related with the detection of the prompt gamma-ray photons, Heussaff et al. (2013) also mentioned the possible impact of optical selection effects on the E pi -E iso relation, without investigating this possibility in detail. This issue is discussed in this section. 4.1. Our GRB sample in the E pi -E iso plane Our selected 71 GRBs with a redshift follow a standard E pi -E iso relation, as shown in figure 7. The best fit E pi -E iso relation for this sample is E pi = 126 E 0.504 52 keV, where E 52 is the GRB isotropic energy in units of 10 52 ergs (see figure 7 ). This best fit relation is fully compatible with the E pi -E iso relation found by other authors (e.g. Nava et al. 2012; Gruber et al. 2012) , showing that our sample is not significantly biased for what concerns the distribution of GRBs with a redshift in the E pi -E iso plane. The dispersion of the points around the best fit relation along the vertical axis, σ = 0.29, is also comparable with the values found by Nava et al. (2012) and Gruber et al. (2012) , (σ = 0.34).
Afterglow optical brightness in the E pi -E iso plane
In order to investigate the distribution of the afterglow optical brightnesses in the E pi -E iso plane, we did two complementary analysis. One comparing the vertical distance to the best fit E pi -E iso relation for the three classes of GRB afterglow brightness and a second comparing the afterglow optical brighness of GRBs located above and below the best fit E pi -E iso relation. 
Comparing the vertical distances
The vertical distance is defined as log 10 (E pi ) − log 10 [best f it (E pi − E iso relation)] and we show in figure 8 our GRB sample in a plane combining the vertical distances to the best fit E pi -E iso relation and the afterglow optical brightness. We found that the median vertical distance of the bright GRBs is dist bright med = −0.07, dist int med = −0.09 for the intermediate GRBs and dist f aint med = 0.16 for the faint GRBs. We performed a KS test to compare the vertical distance distributions for our three class of GRBs. The KS test reveals that the two populations of bright and faint GRBs are drawn from two different underlying distributions with a p-value =9.31 × 10 −4 , see figure 9 . We also calculated the KS-test between the bright and intermediate GRBs and between the intermediate and faint GRBs. These tests reveal that intermediate and bright GRBs obey to the same distribution while faint GRBs clearly differ from the two other group of GRBs. To verify the validity of the KS-test we perform a booststrapping simulation considering the vertical distances and we also find that faint GRBs differ from the other group of GRBs. The results of statistical tests are summed up in table 2.
These two statistical tests confirm that GRBs with faint afterglows are preferentially located above the best fit E pi -E iso relation (18/24 faint GRBs are "above") whereas bright GRBs are generally located below the best fit E pi -E iso relation (17/24 bright GRBs are "below"). This particular distribution of the afterglow optical brightnesses in the E pi -E iso plane is significant at the level ¿3σ.
Comparing the afterglow optical brightness with
respect to the best fit E pi -E iso relation
We performed a complementary analysis, looking if we can find a significant difference in optical brightness between GRBs lo- . Cumulative distribution function of the vertical distance to the best fit E pi -E iso relation for our three classes of GRB. The bright, intermediate and faint GRB afterglows are indicated with the solid red, dashed black and dotted blue lines, respectively. cated above and below the best fit E pi -E iso relation, see figure  8 . We compared the optical brightness (R magnitude) of the two groups of GRBs. In order to include GRBs without a redshift, we calculated their minimum and maximum vertical distance to the best fit E pi -E iso relation. Then we only kept those which are strictly above the best fit E pi -E iso relation or strictly below it at all redshifts considered here (0.34 < z < 3.72). 7 GRBs without a redshift were selected and all of them were strictly located GRBs with a redshift in the E pi -E iso plane. Both panels : The best fit E pi -E iso relation is represented as the black dashed solid line, which is fully compatible with other recent studies (e.g. Nava et al. 2012; Gruber et al. 2012 ).
above the best fit E pi -E iso relation. So, we finally used 78 GRBs in the analysis.
First, we compared the afterglow optical brightness distribution of GRBs above and below the best fit E pi -E iso relation applying a KS-test. The statistical test confirms that the two distributions clearly differ with a p-value p = 1.41 × 10 −5 . We found that the mean R magnitude of the GRBs located above the best fit E pi -E iso relation (38 GRBs) is R above mean = 19.69, while the GRBs below the best fit E pi -E iso relation (40 GRBs) have R below mean = 18.1. We again performed bootstrapping simulations (with the R magnitudes) to evaluate the significance of such brightness difference (∆R mean = 1.59) between GRBs "above & below". An R magnitude difference as strong as we observe is obtained in only 0.003% of the cases, indicating that it is significant at the level of 99.997% (>∼ 4σ confidence level), see figure 10 . The high significance of these tests confirm that GRBs located below the best fit E pi -E iso relation have brighter afterglows than those of GRBs located above it. The results of the statistical tests are summed up in table 2.
4.3. Consequence for the E pi -E iso relation and other GRB correlations According to these results, we conclude that there is a significant correlation between the afterglow optical brightness of our GRB sample and their location in the E pi -E iso plane. Faint GRBs preferentially fill in the region above the best fit E pi -E iso relation and conversely for the bright GRBs which fill preferentially the region below the best fit E pi -E iso relation. This effect could majority of GRBs without a redshift, which have very faint afterglows (fainter than R=20 mag at 2h after the burst) are mainly located in the upper part of the E pi -E iso plane. Thus, we confirm that the E pi -E iso relation is not immune to significant optical selection effets that could jointly act with the gamma-ray selection effect against the detection of a wider population of GRBs in the upper part of the E pi -E iso plane. In addition, as the redshift is a crucial ingredient to study GRB rest frame properties, it's clear that optical selection effects would also apply to other GRB rest frame correlations.
Using the E pi -E iso relation for cosmology
Despite the existence of significant selection effects in the E pi -E iso plane we observed that GRBs brighter than Rmag∼ 19.7 are rather symetrically distributed around the best fit E pi -E iso relation. Below that optical brightness, GRBs are clearly concen-trated towards the upper part of the E pi -E iso plane, see figure 8 . First, this means that bright GRBs may indeed follow a standard E pi -E iso relation and could be suitable for cosmological studies based on this correlation. Second, faint and dark GRBs cannot be used for cosmological studies in the same way as bright GRBs, especially since they are not compatible with the E pi -E iso relation. In any case the selection effects due to the measure of the redshift should be taken into account when discussing the E pi -E iso relation as a genuine rest frame prompt property of long GRBs and when attempting to use it for cosmology. Moreover, as shown in the figure 6, GRBs that can be calibrated with supernovae Ia (at redshifts z ¡ 1.5), are not representative of the GRB population at higher redshift ( fig. 6 ). We have shown in section 3.3 that high-z GRBs are mostly optically intrinsically bright and that a large population of faint GRBs remains undetected, while these faint GRBs represent a significant fraction of the population detected at lower redshifts. According to this feature, we think that cosmological studies using high-z GRBs may undergo large uncertainties.
Discussion
Impact of the E iso on the observed afterglow brightness
In the framework of the fireball model, the intensity of the afterglow emission is partly determined by the internal kinetic energy of the jet
η where η is the gamma-ray radiative efficiency. Thus, the E iso is an important parameter to power optical GRB afterglows . We decided to check if the E iso distribution is biased by the optical brightness distribution of GRB's afterglow. First, we calculated the median E iso value Eiso bright med = 53.3 log 10 (erg) for the bright GRBs, Eiso int med = 53.1 log 10 (erg) for the bright GRBs and Eiso f aint med = 52.9 log 10 (erg) for the faint GRBs. We still applied the same statistical method to compare the E iso distribution of our three class of afterglow brightness, see figure 11 . The KS test reveals that :
• the population of bright and faint GRBs have similar E iso distributions with a the p-value of 0.387. To compare the E iso distribution between the bright and faint GRBs, we also performed a simulation based on booststrapping. According to the these two statistical tests, we conclude that the afterglow optical brightness distribution does not bias the observed E iso distribution of the GRBs. The results of the statistical tests are summed up in table 3.
Impact of the E pi on the observed afterglow brightness
We performed the same statistical test for E pi . We calculated the median E pi bright med = 420.2 keV for the bright GRBs, E pi int med = 421.0 keV for the intermediate GRBs and E pi f aint med = 519.6 keV for the faint ones. Then we applied a KS test to compare the E pi distributions of our three class of GRB's afterglow brightness. This test reveals that the three populations of GRB have clearly the same E pi distributions, see figure 12 . We noted the lack of significance difference between the bright and the faint afterlows measured with the KS test (p-value = 0.861) indicating that optical afterglow brighness does not strongly bias the observed E pi distribution. As for the previously tested parameter, we performed additional simulations based on bootstrapping the E pi between the bright and faint GRBs. We found that a E pi difference as we observed (∆E pi = 100 keV) is not significant. The statistical test results are summarized in table 3.
Redshift measurement
It has been shown by Fynbo et al. (2009) that GRBs with a redshift measured from the spectroscopy of their optical afterglow lack of dark GRBs and have also brighter high energy emission from the prompt phase than GRBs for which redshift was not determined from the afterglow spectroscopy. These authors also showed that GRBs with a spectroscopic redshift have significantly less X-ray absorption than GRBs with non spectroscopic redshift. They concluded that these GRBs easily detectable are non-representative of the whole GRB population. As GRBs with a spectroscopic redshift represent the majority of the Swift GRBs with a redshift and that the whole population of Swift GRBs is composed of only one third of GRBs with a redshift, this selection effect introduces in GRBs studies (rest frame prompt properties, star forming region of GRBs, standardization of GRBs, etc.) that should not be ignored.
The exceptional case of GRB090519 shows us that it is possible to detect and measure the redshift from faint optical afterglows as soon as large telescopes fastly respond to the GCN notice (few hours after the burst at most) when a very early non detection of an optical counterpart is assessed by fast slewing robotic telescope. It is obvious that a joint observational strategy between fast robotic telescope and very large telescope is needed to measure the redshift of such optically optically faint GRB population.
A way to reduce this bias from spectroscopic redshift measurement is to look for the host galaxy of GRBs. If it is sufficiently bright and well identified, a redshift can be determined from the spectroscopy of the host galaxy emission line. This work has already been done by Hjorth et al. (2012) with the TOUGH survey realized with the VLT instruments (FORS1, FORS2, ISAAC and X-shooter). They were able to determine 15 new redshifts over 23 host galaxy spectra increasing the redshift completeness of their total sample from 55% to 77%. They also were able to determine with their own TOUGH program 17 redshift larger than z=2. Such method of redshift measurement should be encouraged in order to enrich the GRB samples and unbias statistical study of GRBs and host properties.
The optical afterglow of Fermi GRBs
Our GRB sample is mainly composed of pre-Swift and Swift GRBs and so our study does not take into account the recent GRBs only detected by Fermi-GBM or Fermi-LAT. This could potentially create a bias in our sample since we missed a part of the GRBs population. However most of Fermi GRBs have no redshift measurements due to the difficulty to locate them with sufficiently high precision. This prevents astronomers from performing optical follow-up with ground based telescopes and spectroscopy of the afterglow optical counterpart. It's clear that this lack of redshift measurements participate to hide numerous Fermi GRBs in the E pi -E iso plane and so avoid to test the E pi -E iso relation in the context of Fermi GRBs. Some studies, like (Gruber et al. 2012; Nava et al. 2012; Heussaff et al. 2013) particularly showed that Fermi GRBs with a redshift follow a broader E pi -E iso relation than pre-Fermi GRBs. Moreover, some outliers (12% of the Fermi GRBs) have been identified by Heussaff et al. (2013) .A need for the redshift measurement of Fermi GRBs would be important for GRB studies.
Recently, Singer et al. (2015) reported the results of their intermediate Palomar Transient Factory observational program. This program consists in searching the optical counterparts of Fermi GRBs to perform broadband follow up and spectroscopy (from X-ray to radio). They present broadband observations of 8 Fermi GRBs for which they could derive spectroscopic redshift. We note that they found a new outlier (140606B/iPTF14bfu) to the E pi -E iso relation located at z=0.384. This kind of study is interesting to test our correlation between the afterglow optical brightness and the GRBs location in the E pi -E iso plane in the context of Fermi GRBs. According to their optical and gammaray data, we have included 6/8 of their GRBs to our analysis (see figure 13 ) and found that they confirm it, slightly improving the significance of the magnitude difference between GRBs located above and below the best fit E pi -E iso relation (see table 4).
Conclusions
We have studied the optical afterglows of 85 GRBs and have determined that the distribution of their optical brightness is mainly shaped by the intrinsic optical luminosity function. The extrinsic factors (redshift and visual extinction) seem to only behave as perturbations in this distribution. We also showed that optical selection effects act against the redshift measurement of faint GRBs in the rest frame, particularly for GRBs with L R < 30.0log 10 (erg.s −1 .Hz −1 ) and z¿1. These non optical detections prevent many GRBs from a redshift measurement. We also found a strong correlation between the location of the GRBs Table 4 . Result of the different statistical tests (Kolomogorov-Smirnov, bootstrap) when the 6 Fermi GRBs are taken into account in the analysis. The probabilities indicated correspond to the p-values, i.e, the probability of observing a test statistic as extreme as, or more extreme than, the observed value under the null hypothesis with respect to the E pi -E iso relation and their afterglow optical brighnesses. This optical bias acts jointly with selection effects in the hard X-ray range against the detection of GRBs located well above the best fit E pi -E iso relation. Thus we conclude that the need to measure the redshift to obtain GRB rest-frame properties introduces significant biases in the observed distribution of GRBs in the E pi -E iso plane. The complete understanding of the distribution of GRBs in the E pi -E iso plane and the connection with their afterglow emission will require detailed simulations of the GRB afterglow physics, of their luminosity function and their redshift distribution. The first point will be discussed in a future paper with the aim of providing clues about the connection between the prompt and afterglow physics of GRBs. Table 5 . Parameters of 71 GRBs with a redshift that make our sample. (1) GRB name, (2) redshift, (3) rest frame peak energy of the gamma-ray spectral energy distribution, (4) isotropic gamma-ray energy, (5) R mag is the apparent R magnitude 2 hours after the burst not corrected from the galactic and host extinctions. (6) L rest R is the optical luminosity density taken 2 hours in the rest frame, (7) galactic extinction from Schlegel et al. (1998) , (8) host extinction (* indicates that the host extinction is estimated from the NH X,i measurement), (9) vertical distance to the best fit E pi -E iso relation (dist¡0 if the GRB is below the best fit E pi -E iso relation and dist¿0 if it is above).
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